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Introduction

✓ neutral hydrogen

Dark ages (Epoch of reionization)

reionization z~6

CMB last 
scattering z~103

- tracer of matter fluctuations

- tomography → 3D mapping 

→ redshifted 21cm line 

Mao+ ’08



Redshifted 21cm line 
surveys

(c) www.skatelescople.org

• Ongoing 

LOFAR, MWA, … 

• Near future 

‣ Square Kilometer Array (SKA-low) 

- 21cm line from 3<z<27;  

- phase1 will start by 2023 

‣ Hydrogen Epoch Reionization Array (HERA) 

- main target: 21cm line from 7<z<12 

• Far future 

FFTT, Omniscope, Lunar telescope?

http://www.skatelescople.org


•  Spin temperature 

‣ Ratio of triplets to singlet  

What do 21cm surveys observe?

n triplet /n singlet = 3 exp [−E21cm/Ts]



•  Spin temperature 

‣ Ratio of triplets to singlet   

• Brightness temperature 

‣ Radiative transfer 

‣ 21cm optical depth

What do 21cm surveys observe?

T21cm(ν) = Ts(zν) − TCMB(zν)
1 + zν

(1 − e−τ21cm(ν)) ≃ (Ts − TCMB)τ21cm

τ21cm(ν) = ∫ dl
3A10λ2

21cm
32π

n HI(zν)
Ts(zν)

ϕ(ν)

n triplet /n singlet = 3 exp [−E21cm/Ts]

　Emission if Ts>TCMB 

　Absorption if Ts < TCMB

neutral hydrogen

CM
B

z1 + zν = 1.4GHz/ν



Sources of 21cm line 

✓ smooth IGM

✓ minihalos

δb



21cm fluctuation from IGM

isotropic

21 cm can probe     , separately from      .

: line-of-sight 
direction

• Fluctuations in 21 cm brightness temperature

�21cm �
T̄CMB

T̄s � T̄CMB
(�Ts � �TCMB) + �nHI �

n̂ · d�vb/dr

H

depends on depends only on �m

• Differential brightness temperature

�Tb = Tb � TCMB �
Ts � TCMB

1 + z
�21cm

At high redshifts z>20  
(prior to formation of first objects),                         .

absorption

Ts < TCMB

968 A. Mesinger, S. Furlanetto and R. Cen

Following Barkana & Loeb (2005b), we truncate the sum at nmax =
23, and use their Population II and Population III spectral models
for ε(ν). For computational efficiency, one can rearrange the terms
in equation (21), placing the sum over Lyman transitions inside the
redshift integral. Substituting in equation (22) and simplifying, we
obtain

Jα,∗(x, z) = f∗n̄b,0c

4π

∫ ∞

z

dz′(1 + z′)3
(

1 + δ̄R′′
nl

) dfcoll

dz′

n(z′)∑

n=2

frecycle(n)ε(ν ′
n), (25)

where the contribution from the sum over the Lyman transitions is
a function of z′, and is zero at z′ > zmax(n = 2).

The total Lyman α background is then just the sum of the above
components:

Jα,tot(x, z) = Jα,X(x, z) + Jα,∗(x, z). (26)

In our fiducial model, we do not explicitly take into account other
soft-UV sources of Lyα such as quasars, assuming that these are
subdominant to the stellar emission. However, our framework makes
it simple to add additional source terms to the integrand of equa-
tion (21), if the user wishes to explore such scenarios (e.g. Volonteri
& Gnedin 2009).

3.3 Results: complete δTb evolution

All of the results in this section are from an L = 1 Gpc simulation,
whose ICs are sampled on a 18003 grid, with the final low-resolution
boxes being 3003 (3.33 Mpc cells). Our fiducial model below as-
sumes f ∗ = 0.1, ζX = 1057 M−1

⊙ (∼1 X-ray photon per stellar
baryon)22, h ν0 = 200 eV, α = 1.5, Tvir,min = 104 K for all sources
(X-ray, Lyman α and ionizing), C = 2, Rmax = 30 Mpc, ζ ion = 31.523

and the stellar emissivity, ε, of Pop II stars from Barkana & Loeb
(2005b) normalized to 4400 ionizing photons per stellar baryon.
The free parameters pertaining to the spin temperature evolution
were chosen to match those in Furlanetto (2006) and Pritchard &
Furlanetto (2007), to facilitate comparison. It is trivial to customize
the code to add, for example, redshift or halo mass dependences
to these free parameters. The impressive length of the above list of
uncertain astrophysical parameters (which itself is only a simplified
description of the involved processes) serves well to underscore the
need for a fast, portable code, capable of quickly scrolling through
parameter space.

We also note that the TS calculations outlined in Section 3
are the slowest part of the 21CMFAST code (as they involve track-
ing evolution down to the desired redshift), and therefore should
only be used in the regime where they are important (z ! 17 in
our fiducial model). For example, generating a δTb box, assuming
TS ≫ Tγ , on a 3003 grid takes only a few minutes on single pro-
cessor (depending on the choice of higher resolution for sampling
the ICs). However, including the spin temperature field takes an
additional day of computing time. Nevertheless, once the spin tem-
perature evolution is computed for a given realization at z, all of the
intermediate outputs at z′ > z can be used to compute δTb at those
redshifts at no additional computation cost.

22 This number was chosen to match the total X-ray luminosity per unit star
formation rate at low redshifts (see Furlanetto 2006 and references therein
for details).
23 This emissivity was chosen so that the mid-point of reionization is z ∼ 10
and the end is z ∼ 7.

Figure 10. Evolution of the mean temperatures from 21CMFAST in our fiducial
model. Solid, dashed and dotted curves show TS, TK and Tγ , respectively.

Before showing detailed results, it would be useful to summa-
rize the various evolutionary stages (cf. section 3.1 in Pritchard &
Furlanetto 2007). The reader is encouraged to refer to the evolu-
tion of the mean temperatures shown in Fig. 10 and/or view the
full movie available at http://www.astro.princeton.edu/∼mesinger/
Movies/delT.mov while reading the following.

(i) Collisional coupling; T̄K = T̄S ≤ Tγ : At high redshifts, the
IGM is dense, so the spin temperature is collisionally coupled to the
gas kinetic temperature. The gas temperature is originally coupled
to the CMB, but after decoupling cools adiabatically as ∝(1 + z)−2,
faster than the CMB. The 21-cm brightness temperature offset from
the CMB in this regime starts at zero, when all three temperatures
are equal, and then becomes increasingly negative as TS and TK

diverge more and more from Tγ . The fluctuations in δTb are driven
by the density field, as collisional coupling is efficient everywhere.
In our fiducial model, this epoch corresponds to 100 " z.

(ii) Collisional decoupling; T̄K < T̄S < Tγ : The IGM becomes
less dense as the Universe expands. The spin temperature starts
to decouple from the kinetic temperature, and begins to approach
the CMB temperature again, thus δTb starts rising towards zero.
Decoupling from TK occurs as a function of the local gas den-
sity, with underdense regions decoupling first. The power spectrum
initially steepens, as small-scale density fluctuations drive the addi-
tional fluctuations of the collisional coupling coefficient. As the spin
temperature in even the overdense regions finally decouples from
the kinetic temperature, the power spectrum flattens again, and the
mean signal drops. In our fiducial model, this epoch corresponds to
35 " z " 100.

(iii) Collisional decoupling → WF coupling transition; T̄K <

T̄S ≈Tγ : As the spin temperature throughout the IGM decouples
from the kinetic temperature, the mean signal is faint and might
disappear, if the first sources wait long enough to ignite. In our
fiducial model, this transition regime does not really exist. In fact
our first sources turn on before the spin temperature fully decouples
from the kinetic temperature.

(iv) WF coupling; T̄K < T̄S < Tγ : The first astrophysical sources
turn on, and begin coupling the spin temperature of the nearby IGM
to the kinetic temperature through the WF effect (Lyα coupling).

C⃝ 2010 The Authors, MNRAS 411, 955–972
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C⃝ 2010 RAS
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IGM 21cm power spectrum

CDM/baryon isocurvature perturbation can be distinguished by 21cm.

•Tomographic power spectrum
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Distinguishing CDM and baryon 
isocurvature

• Fisher matrix analysis

niso = 3 niso = 22d constraints

Future 21 cm surveys can distinguish CI/BI if                .

CMBpol alone

CMBpol+FFTT 
 @ z=30, 40, 50

rCI = PCI(k0)/Padi(k0), rBI = PBI(k0)/Padi(k0)

*fiducial model:  
pure CI

(rCI, rBI) = (0.1, 0)

rCI rCI

r B
I

Kawasaki, TS, Takahashi 2011

k0 = 0.002Mpc−1



Redshifted 21cm line fluctuations can constrain early-type dark energy 
better than CMB.

Dark energy
Kohri, Oyama, TS, Takahashi 2017

Parameterized EoS

w(z) = w0w1
ap + ap

s

w1ap + w0ap
s

≈ {w0 (for a ≫ as)
w1 (for a ≪ as)



δb

Iliev+ ’02;  
Furlanetto & Loeb ’02

✓ Minihalos

✓ Smooth IGM

Sources of 21cm line 



Minihalos

Halos too small to host galaxies

• Mass: 104Msun < M < 108Msun

• No star formation: Tgas<104K (inefficient radiative cooling)

• Abundant, even at high-z

→ dense neutral hydrogen inside; resistant to ionization

minihalo

  Sensitive to small-scale
  (<0.1Mpc) fluctuations 



21cm line signal from minihalos

“21cm forest” in CMB

• Individual halos are too small (size~kpc) to be resolved

• Minihalos create emission/absorption 
features in CMB spectrum at radio 
frequency ν=1.4GHz/(1+z)

→ intensity maps (like CMB)

CMB

TS>TCMB

TS<TCMB

CMB spectrum
Tb

ν

Iliev+ ’02;  
Furlanetto & Loeb ’02

• Large (small) halos appear as emission (absorption)



Simulations

21 cm Background from the Cosmic Dark Ages 7

Fig. 5.— Semi-analytical minihalo signal vs. IGM signal. The 21-cm flux from each halo in the simulation is found by modeling the
internal structure and 21-cm line transfer through individual halos as described by ISFM (§ 2.2.1), to calculate the halo 21-cm signal from
each halo more accurately. Same notation as in Figure 4. The semi-analytical 21-cm minihalo emission is higher than the raw simulated
minihalo signal in Figure 4. The IGM signal remains the same. The raw minihalo and total signals plotted in Figure 4 (thin lines and open
symbols) are also shown for comparison.

ual minihalo density profile since, unlike the IGM gas,
minihalos have a non-negligible optical depth at the 21-
cm line. Hence, we can refine our estimate of the mini-
halo contribution to the total 21-cm signal by combining
our numerical halo catalogers with the semi-analytic cal-
culation of individual minihalo contribution as found by
ISFM. In their approach, as described in § 2.1.3, the gas
density of each minihalo is assumed to follow a TIS pro-
file (Iliev & Shapiro 2001), radiative transfer calculations
are performed to determine the δTb for different impact
parameters, and, finally, the face-averaged δTb is calcu-
lated (see ISFM, for details). The halo mass function,
dn/dM , is provided by the halo catalogue we construct
from the simulation. Each individual halo contribution,
∆νeffδTb, ν0

A, depends on its mass and redshift of forma-
tion (ISFM). Once we calculate ∆νeffδTb, ν0

A, we then
obtain the halo contribution using equation (22).

3. RESULTS

3.1. Numerical 21-cm Brightness Temperature from
Minihalos vs. IGM

In this section, we describe the results from our simu-
lations. In Figure 2 we show (unfiltered) maps of the dif-
ferential brightness temperature obtained directly from
our numerical data for our highest-resolution simulation
(C4), as described in § 2. We show the total signal,
as well as the separate contributions from minihalos and
IGM, derived as we described in § 2.2, at redshifts z = 30,
20, and 10. At z = 30, the earliest redshift shown (top
row), most of the diffuse IGM gas is still in the quasi-
linear regime and cold, thus largely in absorption against
the CMB. At redshift z = 20 (middle row), the diffuse gas
is still largely in absorption, while the (relatively few) ha-
los that have already collapsed are strongly in emission.
The combination of the two contributions creates a com-
plex, patchy emission/absorption map, and absorption
and emission partially cancel each other in the total mean

signal. Finally, at z = 10 (bottom row), including its dif-
fuse component, gas heated above TCMB is widespread
leading to a net emission against the CMB. The bulk of
this 21-cm emission comes from the high-density knots
and filaments. Although both the halo and IGM contri-
butions come from roughly the same regions, the mini-
halo emission is significantly more clustered, while the
IGM emission is quite diffuse.

In Figure 3, we have plotted the volume-weighted prob-
ability distribution functions (PDFs) for the gas density
(1 + δ) and the differential brightness temperature con-
tributions δTb as functions of each other. The PDFs for
gas density show that, while the highest overdensities
(δ ∼> 30) are typically found inside minihalos and the
lower overdensities (δ ∼< 30) and underdensities (δ ∼< 0)
are typically associated with the IGM, there is some
overlap of the distributions for these two components.
A small fraction of the volume contains lower density
minihalo gas and higher density IGM gas. However, the
cumulative distributions show that these volumes hardly
affect the total mean brightness temperature contributed
by each component. Similarly, the PDFs for the bright-
ness temperature show that, while the volume which con-
tributes the highest brightness temperatures is predom-
inantly inside minihalos and that which contributes the
lower brightness temperatures is predominantly located
in the IGM, there is, once again, some overlap of the
PDFs. A small part of the IGM volume exhibits high
brightness temperature, while a small part of the mini-
halo volume shows low brightness temperature. Once
again, however, the cumulative distributions show that
these regions hardly affect the total mean brightness tem-
peratures contributed by each component.

In Figure 4, we quantify the relative contributions of
the minihalos and diffuse IGM to the total mean 21-cm
signal averaged over the whole computational box and

semi-analytic

simulation
N-body+hydro simulations Shapiro+ ‘06

Semi-analytical description 
agrees with simulations

Minihalos can exceed the IGM 
around the epoch of reionization

←         0.5Mpc         →



Tomographic anisotropy (w/o redshift space distortion)

�Tb(n̂, ⌫) =

2

6664

Z Mmax

Mmin

dM

Fb(M,z)
z }| {

T (single)
b (M, z⌫)

dN(M, z⌫)

dM
b(M, z)

3

7775
�(~x = r⌫ n̂, z⌫)

mass function
strength of 21cm line 
emission/absorption 
from single minihalo 

halo bias
matter fluctuations 
at large scales
(>Mpc)sensitive to small-scale 

(<Mpc) matter fluctuations

21cm angular power spectrum from 
minihalos (1)

Iliev+ ’02; TS, Takahashi, Tashiro & Yokoyama ’17



Redshift-space distortion (Kaiser effect)

growth rate:

flux-weighted effective bias:

�Tb(n̂, ⌫) =T b(z)
⇥
�(z) + f(z)µ2

⇤
�(~x, z)

mean signal:

with

T b(z) =

Z
dM F(M, z) =

Z
dM T (single)

b (M, z)
dN

dM
(M, z)

µ = k̂ · n̂

f(z) = d lnD(z)/d ln a

�(z) =
1

T b(z)

Z
dM F(M, z)b(M, z)

Tomographic angular power spectrum
Cl(z, z

0) =
1

2l + 1

X

m

alm(z)a⇤lm(z0)

with alm(z⌫) =

Z
dn̂ �Tb(n̂, ⌫)Y

⇤
lm(n̂)

21cm angular power spectrum from 
minihalos (2)

Iliev+ ’02; TS, Takahashi, Tashiro & Yokoyama ’17



central redshift: z=5
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Application (1): 
Primordial spectral 

runnings
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• Many models degenerate in the ns-r plane

• However, they can be distinguished from 
the scale dependence of ns

R2-inflation

brane-inflation
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spectator
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spectator

Spectrum of primordial fluctuations

P(k) / kns�1+ 1
2↵s ln(k/k⇤)+ 1

6�s ln2(k/k⇤)+...

Spectral runnings: a key observable 
for discriminating inflation models

TS, Takahashi, Tashiro & Yokoyama [arXiv:1705.00405]



Application (1): 
Primordial spectral runnings (cont’d)
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Parameter response
• Lower order spectral parameters 

(e.g. ns or αs) → spectral shapes

• Higher order parameters (e.g. βs) 
→ overall amplitudes

• Radial scale-dependence also 
enhances the discrimination
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Application (1): 
Primordial spectral runnings (cont’d)

Δαs=10-3, Δβs=10-4

Combination of CMB and 21cm is 
beneficial due to lever-arm effect.
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Application (2): 
Primordial non-Gaussianity

Local type non-Gaussianity:

• Small in single field inflation: fNL~O(0.01), gNL<O(10-3)

• Large in multi-field models (e.g. curvaton, modulated reheating, etc.)

TS, Takahashi, Tashiro & Yokoyama, in prep.

�(~x) = �G(~x) + fNL(�G(~x)
2 � h�Gi2) + gNL�G(~x)

3

Current tightest bound (Planck 2015)
fNL = 0.8± 5.0, gNL = (9.0± 7.7)⇥ 104

cf. gNL=(−3.3±2.2)×105 (WMAP 9yr) 
TS & Sugiyama ’13



Application (2): 
Primordial non-Gaussianity (cont’d)

• Correlation between large and small scale fluctuations

• relative halo # count                 is modulated by large-scale fluctuations

Effects of local-type non-Gaussianity on (mini)halos

→ scale-dependent halo bias Dalal+ ’08; Slosar+ ’08

δc

Gaussian non-Gaussian

nhalo

⇢m
(~x)

halos



Application (2): 
Primordial non-Gaussianity (cont’d)
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Effects on minihalo power spectrum

Bias is more enhanced at 
larger scales

→ 21cm line surveys are 
advantageous

where �Tb is the mean di↵erential brightness temperature, �h is the fractional overdensity in
the halo number density and � is the e↵ective bias of minihalos with respect to the underlying
matter density fluctuations �. The bias � is given by [2]

�(z) ⌘
RMmax

Mmin
dM dn

dMF(z,M)b(M, z)
RMmax

Mmin
dM dn

dMF(z,M)
. (2.3)

Note that in Eqs. (2.1)-(2.2) we omitted the redshift-space distortion, which will be incorpo-
rated shortly later.

The halo matter power spectrum can be given by

Phh(k; z, z
0) = �(z)�(z0)D(z)D(z0)P��(k), (2.4)

where D(z) is the growth factor at z normalized to unity at z = 0, where the the matter
power spectrum P��(k) is measured.

In the presence of the local-type non-Gaussianity, the local number density of haloes is
modulated by the long-wavelength fluctuations. This leads to scale-dependence in the halo
bias at very large scale. The deviation in �(z) from the Gaussian case is given by [5? , 6]

��(k, z) ⇡ {�f (z)fNL + �g(z)gNL}
3⌦mH2

0

2k2T (k)D(z)
, (2.5)

where T (k) is the transfer function, �cr ' 1.67 is the critical overdensity, ⌦m is the density
parameter for total matter and H0 is the Hubble constant. �f and �g are respectively given
by [6]

�f = 2[�(z)� 1]�cr, (2.6)

�g = ̂3


�1 +

3

2
(⌫ � 1)2 +

1

2
(⌫ � 1)3

�
+

d̂3
d log �

✓
⌫ � ⌫�1

2

◆
. (2.7)

[In actuality, �g is the average of above expression over minihalo mass.] where ̂3 is the
(reduced) third order cumulant defined by fNL̂3 ⌘ h�3i/�3:

̂3 =
6

�3

Z
d3k1
(2⇡)3

d3k2(2⇡)
3P��(k1)P��(k1)↵(k3)

↵(k1)↵(k2)
. (2.8)

[Window function for smoothed overdensity is omitted.]
Due to the peculiar motion of the minihalos, the fluctuations in the minihalo number

density in redshift space (denoted with �sh) deviates from the one in the configuration space.
By taking into account the redshift space distortion at linear level (i.e. the Kaiser e↵ect), �sh
is given by

�sh(~k, z) = �h(~k, z) + f(z)�(~k, z), (2.9)

where f(z) = d lnD(z)/d ln a.
Including the redshift space distortion, we obtain

P s
hh(k; z, z

0) =


�(z)

⇢
1 +

f(z)

�(z)
µ2

�
+��(k, z)

� 
�(z0)

⇢
1 +

f(z0)

�(z)
µ2

�
+��(k, z0)

�

⇥D(z)D(z0)P��(k), (2.10)

– 2 –

✓ large transverse scale 
comparable to CMB

✓ cross-correlation of different 
redshifts



Application (2): 
Primordial non-Gaussianity (cont’d)

Forecasted constraints

• Minihalos can improve the current (CMB) bound by orders of magnitude
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• Suyama-Yamaguchi inequality can be tested 

Current CMB bound

ΔgNL ≃ O(103), ΔτNL ≃ O(10) (for SKA)



Application to dark energy

Constant EoS
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We will pursue our analysis with 
early-type DE in the future.

• SKA: Δw ~ 0.05

• FFTT: Δw=0.02
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Both CMB and 21cm suffers 
from the degeneracy 
between w and the Hubble 
parameter. 

Incorporation of direct 
Hubble measurements may 
be useful.

• Cf. Planck: Δw=0.08



Summary

• High redshifted 21cm line fluctuations are a novel probe of the 
cosmological structure. There are largely two types of sources: smooth 
IGM and minihalos.

• Exploiting the tomographic nature of redshifted 21cm line fluctuations, 
we can constrain a variety of cosmological models.

‣ Primordial fluctuations (spectral runnings, non-Gaussianity, etc.)

‣ Dark energy

‣ (DM, neutrinos, etc)


